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4. Regions of Rapid Deepening

1. Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) Depth Product
We esOmate the height of the stratocumulus topped PBL1 based on the diﬀerence between
the sea surface temperature (SST, ERA-Interim2) and cloud top temperature (CTT, MODIS Aqua
c6 joint histograms3). A parameterized lapse rate4 is assumed to be greater with a lower SST-CTT
diﬀerence. The product is made twice-daily at ~1:30 and ~13:30 local Ome when there is no
overlying cloud cover for years 2007-2010.

A comparison of trajectories that pass through the rapidly deepening regions shown above
and those nearby that do not.
‘Rapidly deepening region’
trajectories (darker) pass through the
regions at 12, 24, or 36 hours.
Regions are highlighted with dark red
or purple in secOon 3. All trajectories
compared begin in the coastal 40% of
each region, have a minimum of 50%
cloud cover at 0-hours, and begin
with PBL depths below 1.25 km.
Trajectories passing through
rapidly deepening regions show:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More PBL deepening
More cloudiness
A larger spike in LWP
A greater 0-24 hour decline in
verOcal velocity
A greater increase in SST
Enhanced cloud droplet
concentraOon
Less decline in stability
Signiﬁcantly less precipitaOon
IniOally cooler alok

2. Trajectories for a Lagrangian Analysis

5. Using Anomalies and Binning to Avoid Bias

Over 169,000 trajectories (blue lines) have been computed using 2-D ERA-Interim winds at
925mb (red arrows). Trajectories span 48 hours and always begin along the CloudSat track to
provide a measure of 0-hour precipitaOon. Trajectories are sampled by MODIS, AMSR/E and
ERA-Interim at 0, 12, 24, 36, and 48 hours to assess cloud and PBL properOes with a 100 km
sampling radius.

Prior results could be inﬂuenced by seasonal or geographic bias. Here we compare mean
PBL evoluOon for groups of trajectories with diﬀerent iniOal condiOons. To minimize bias we
take the following steps5:
• Use only deseasonalized anomalies at each 1×1°
grid box by subtracOng the 100-day running mean
from each variable.
• Grouping trajectories by iniOal condiOons can
produce diﬀering iniOal distribuOons of PBL
depth, forcing diﬀerent mean changes in PBL
depth between groups. To minimize this, for
each comparison we trim the iniOal distribuOons
of trajectories so that the frequency distribuOons
of 0-hour PBL depth match (shown to the right).

•

3. 12-hour Lagrangian Deepening Rate of the PBL

Many PBL controlling
variables are correlated with
one-another.
To reduce
cross correlaOon we compare
changes forced by one
variable while holding
another constant in bins
along the x-axis.

• PBL deepening appears to be associated with
nearly all of our chosen variables.
• SST, subsidence, and precipitaOon all appear
to signiﬁcantly eﬀect PBL deepening
independently of one-another.
The PBL
deepens with:
• Increasing SST
• Decreasing downward velocity
(less downward moOon alok)
• Reduced precipitaOon,
increased droplet concentraOon
• The eﬀects of stability and 700mb potenOal
temperature (θ) are not-surprisingly
intertwined with a general paoern of
increased PBL deepening with relaOvely
cooler air alok.
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Annual mean PBL deepening rates are highest where wind vectors cross the SST gradient
(gray arrows and contours, respecOvely) in areas of reduced 700mb verOcal velocity (ω)
oﬀshore (blue contour). The spaOal non-uniformity shows a complex picture, where certain
regions are prone to rapid PBL deepening (dark red & purple), but others nearby are not.
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